
 

2000 Series

Bikini Trimmer

 
With eyebrow pen trimmer

For bikini, face and body

+6 accessories

 

BRT387/90

Bikini. Face. Body
Easy instant touch-ups

Philips Bikini Trimmer Series 2000 is a special edition kit featuring bikini trimmer and

pen trimmer. Includes 6 extra accessories for quick and precise touch-ups on bikini,

face, eyebrows and body. Trim and style anywhere you want.

Maintain your eyebrow

2- and 4-mm eyebrow comb for uniform hair length

With extra tweezers for precision plucking

Style your bikini line

Trim precise shapes and bikini lines down to 0.5-mm

2 clip-on bikini combs for 3- or 5-mm length

Easy use for on-the-go

Comfortable grip with the ergonomic handle

Portable design to use anywhere, anytime

With cleaning brush to keep trimmers clean

Store it all in the pouch included

Trim body and facial hair

Precision 8-mm trimming head for facial hair

Touch-ups on body areas with 26-mm trimming head



2000 Series BRT387/90

Highlights

Style your bikini line

Trim down to 0.5-mm with the bikini trimming

head. Thanks to its rounded tips, trimming is

safe and effective. No nicks or cuts.

Try different lengths

With two click-on trimming combs, you can

choose between 3- or 5-mm length. For an

even, neatly groomed bikini area.

Handle with comfort

Enjoy a firm and comfortable grip with the

ergonomic handle. For a full control over your

styling routine.

Trim body hair with ease

Pen trimmer with 26-mm trimming head for

quick touch-ups on body hair. Even in small

areas like toes or knees.

Precision head for facial hair

Includes the 8-mm trimming head for a precise

touch-up on facial area.

Maintain your eyebrows

Attach the eyebrow comb with 2 length options,

2- or 4-mm, to get a uniform result you want.

Portable design

Trim without cords getting in the way. Both

trimmers are small enough to fit in a handbag

and battery powered. Perfect for on-the-go.

Tweezers for precise plucking

Finish the perfect look for your eyebrows with

extra tweezers in the set.

Store it all to go

Comes with a pouch to keep everything together

in one place.

Easy to maintain

Clean and keep trimmers hygienic with the

cleaning brush included.
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Specifications

Accessories

Pouch

Cleaning brush

2- and 4-mm eyebrow comb

8-mm trimming head

26-mm trimming head

3-mm bikini trimming comb

5-mm bikini trimming comb

Tweezers

Power

Bikini trimmer: 1 x AA-type alkaline battery

(included)

Pen trimmer: 1 x AAA-type alkaline battery

(included)

Voltage: 1.5V DC

Features

Handle: Ergonomic handle

Design: Portable

Bikini trimmer: Washable trimming head,

Rounded trimming tips

Service

Warranty: 2 years
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